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INTRODUCTION 
The latest technologies and applications often demand 
more speed and performance. With the advancement 
in technologies such as multi-core CPUs and GPUs, 
the need for faster data processing is becoming a 
bottleneck for system performance. Applications such 
as Machine Learning and Data Centers rely upon high 
performance and lower latency. These applications 
need a memory that can offer high speed, better 
performance, high density, lower latency, and data 
integrity. Looking at the memory trends: DDR4 came 
out in 2014, starting out at 1600 MHz speeds which 
eventually reached 3200 MHz at the very high end. At 
the time, that was enough. Fast forward to 2020, as 
the processing demand from the latest applications 
increased, suddenly 3200 MHz memory isn't enough. 
And with that, datasets for AI and machine learning 
growing ever larger, memory was becoming a real 
bottleneck. To address this issue, JEDEC (Joint 
Electron Device Engineering Council) developed the 
DDR5 standard. DDR5 starts at 3200 MHz and goes 
up to 6400. Architects project it may even go up to 
8400 MHz as time goes on. DDR5 offers up to 4 times 
higher storage capacity in a single-die package when 
compared with DDR4. It offers On-die ECC, this is used 
in servers for data integrity checks.

 
WHY VERIFY DDR5 MEMORY 
SUBSYSTEM? 
DRAM memory is expected to stay parallel for the 
next generations of memories. Memory interfaces see 
changes over their product lifetime such as constantly 
changing protocol specifications with complex 
features. For example, 5G is developing quickly and 
its driving growth in a variety of exciting technologies 
– from cloud computing to artificial intelligence 
to IoT. All that data has to be accessed and stored 
somewhere. Also, that data has to be accessed faster 
than ever, meaning faster memories like DDR5 have 
never been more important. DDR5 improves channel 
efficiency, density and bandwidth, but faster signal 
speeds and higher data rates mean complex designs 
that push the boundaries of signal integrity challenges. 
This also requires higher performance and lower 
voltage measurements for validation, compliance and 

debugging. DDR memory validation involves testing 
complex features to ensure stable operation over the 
product lifetime.

 
HIGH COMPLEXITY AND  
THE NEED FOR VERIFICATION 
With advanced and complex features, there is a need 
for meticulous verification. Memories have a vast set 
of configurations that allow them to operate at various 
data rates with different densities. Further, these can 
be combined with a vast set of features such as Self 
Refresh, Auto Refresh, Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC), 
Post Package Repair, Maximum Power Saving Mode 
(MPSM), training across different settings of latencies 
and speeds. The permutation and combinations of 
these variables can grow exponentially across different 
memory vendors as each of these memory vendors 
offer 100s of part numbers. As you can imagine, it can 
easily become a daunting experience for verification 
engineers to verify a memory subsystem.

DDR5 DIMMs adds more challenges. For example, 
in order to achieve higher power efficiency, voltage 
is reduced from 1.2V to 1.1V which brings additional 
complexity for DIMM vendors around noise immunity. 
Higher speeds raise data integrity concerns which 
need precise training results. This creates the need for 
careful verification, as modeling of real world scenarios 
and visualization of those scenarios going into wire 
level toggling would consume a lot of time. 

Measuring verification progress through functional 
coverage is equally important as the verification 
of design features. Also, performance analysis is 
extremely important for memories. These add  
a few extra cycles in the verification flow. 
 
SIMPLIFIED STATE DIAGRAM 
Looking at the above state diagram (which does 
not depict all possible states and transitions), the 
complexity of DDR memories is evident and creation 
of scenarios to verify all the states/features and 
state transitions is a complex task. It involves reset 
procedure, initialization, complex trainings, memory 
read and write operations, low power modes, mode 
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register access, self-refresh operations, etc.,  
to name a few. 

HOW QVIP HELPS WITH  
DDR5 MEMORY SUBSYSTEM 
VERIFICATION 
This article introduces the Siemens EDA DDR5 and 

DDR5 DIMM Questa VIP (QVIP) componenets and 
their unique features that help in verifying DDR5 
memory subsystem efficiently. These features are 
summarized in Table 1 below.

Siemens EDA's DDR5 Questa VIP is a ready and 
easy to-use Verification Solution that works with 

Figure 1: Simplified State Diagram, Reference JEDEC

FEATURE BENEFIT COMMENTS

Testbench Generation Easy to generate DDR5 testbench using GUI based configurator tool

Protocol Checking Large library of protocol assertions built into the models

On-the-fly Configuration Change part number or customize configurations at run time

Backdoor Memory API File based and procedural APIs for loading memory images and checking results

Fast or Skip Initialization Reduce large memory timer values or bypass lengthy initialization sequence

Ease of Debugging Easy to debug issues using loggers and transaction viewing in Visualizer

Error Injections Support for Callbacks and APIs to inject Errors on the DDR interface

Consistency Consistent use model and APIs for DDR5 and DDR5 DIMM models

Easy Migration Migrating from older DDR to latest DDR technologies can be seamless. We ensure consistent 
architecture, use model and APIs for DDR models which help in migrating.

Table 1: Benefits of DDR5 and DDR5 DIMM QVIP Memory Model
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both SystemVerilog and VHDL designs, and easily 
integrates into a UVM testbench. It provides a  
GUI based tool to generate the testbench so you can 
get started verifying within a couple of hours. For 
analysis purposes, it offers advanced features such 
as performance statistics and coverage, as shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 above.

DDR5 QVIP INTEGRATION FLOW 
You can easily integrate the QVIP DDR5 model with 
your design and start simulating in a matter of few 
hours. Figure 4 shows the four steps to connect QVIP 
to your testbench and verify your sub-system. You can 
do the first two with the QVIP Configurator. 

Figure 2. A Typical DDR5 Memory Subsystem Environment in SoC

Figure 3. A Typical DDR5 DIMM Subsystem Environment in SoC
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1. Connect & configure RTL + QVIP:
a. Using Configurator: It reads your top netlist 
and creates a schematic symbol. Connect your 
top module to the DDR5 QVIP block along with 
clock and reset.

QVIP code, including the bus functional model 
and SystemVerilog Assertions are inside a 
single module, which reduces the number of 
connections. You have the flexibility to select 
memory models based on the memory type, 
manufacturer and part number, as shown in 
Figure 6 on the following page. 

Further, you can edit QVIP configurations and 
timing parameters to create a custom memory 
model. Once you generate the testbench, 

configurator will dump a ready-to-use testbench 
model in Verilog or UVM based on your settings. 

b. Configure using JSON file: Through JSON files, 
you can edit configurations settings. The JSON file 
stores BFM behavior and timing settings.

This is an easy to use, human readable file. 
These values will automatically be picked up and 
applied in the QVIP. You can use APIs provided by 
the QVIP to modify memory parameters.

 
2. Generate compile & sim scripts:  
QVIP supports all major SystemVerilog and  
VHDL simulators. The Configurator tool generates 
run scripts to simulate the testbench. 

3. Simulate & debug:  
QVIP helps with quick 
testbench bring up and 
provides extremely useful 
debugging features.  
 
a. How QVIP helps with 
testbench bring up: As 
explained earlier, QVIP 
provides powerful features 
such as the configurator and 
the JSON file mechanism to 
quickly set up the testbench 
and configure the QVIP. 
However, we have seen 
with multiple customers 
that during initial stages, 
the design might not be 
stable and might not have 
capabilities to run full 
initialization and training. To 
enable verification during this 
initial stage, QVIP provides 

Figure 4: Four Steps to Connect QVIP to Your Testbench

Figure 5: Configurator Reads Your Top Netlist, Creating a Schematic Symbol
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a DDR5_MEM_CFG_SKIP_INIT parameter to skip 
the initialization and trainings and access memory 
using available APIs which helps users in verifying the 
available design capabilities without having to wait 
for a stable and fully functional design. Later in the 
design stage, once users have a stable design with 
initialization and training capabilities, they can reset 
this configuration to enable these features.

 
Further, as per the protocol, 
DDR memories have large 
values for the timers during 
initialization which causes a 
test to run for a long time. 
Once the initialization process 
has been verified with all the 
scenarios then users can try 
to create further scenarios 
with read/write operations. To 
speed up the simulation, we 
have provided a capability in 
the QVIP to reduce these timer 
values. These features are 
used by almost every customer 

to bring up the testbench and speed up the 
simulation. QVIP also provides useful messages 
such as ID DDR_INIT_DONE to specify that 
initialization is done to let users know the activities 
going on the bus and clean up initial bring up 
issues.

We have worked closely with multiple 
users who utilized these features a 
nd executed the verification 
 process successfully within the 

expected timeline.

b. Scenario generation: Once the testbench is 
up and running, the next step would be to create 

more scenarios to verify the design. QVIP 
provides an exhaustive list of easy-to-
use configurations for users to create 
and verify all scenarios including 

corner case scenarios as per design 
requirements. Let’s talk about some of the 

verification challenges during scenario generation 
and how to solve u them using QVIP provided 
configurations:Figure 7: Configure Using JSON File

Figure 6: Creating a Custom Memory Model

SELECT MEMORY
PROTOCOL

CONFIGURATION
SETTINGS

SELECT MANUFACTURER
& PART NUMBER

TIMING
SETTINGS
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i. As discussed in the QVIP bring up 
section, during initial stages of the design 
development, the design might be unstable. 
So, transactions might violate the timing or 
other protocol requirements. Mostly, in such 
scenarios, the design would be intended to 
enter an error state and wait for the reset and 
initialization process. In this case, one illegal 
transaction might block further verification, 
which would adversely impact verification 
time. To speed up the verification process, 
QVIP provides configuration DDR5_MEM_
CFG_CONT_SIM_ON_ERROR_STATE, which 
could be set to avoid the QVIP entering the 
error state, allowing the QVIP to continue 
monitoring the further transactions after 
providing an assertion message regarding the 
illegal transaction. Once the design is stable 
then users can reset this variable. Now, let’s 
say the design gets into an unexpected error 
state for a testcase and keeps on waiting for 
reset/initialization. In this case, users will have 
to wait for a long time to be able to analyze the 
result after the testcase completion. To help 
users in this scenario, we have provided the 
configuration DDR5_MEM_CFG_EXIT_ON_
ERR_STATE, with which users can configure the 
QVIP to exit the simulation on an error state 
and then users can directly analyze the cause 
of the issue.

ii. Timing is perhaps the most important 
aspect of  DDRs. The protocol even defines  an  
exhaustive list of timers with which the design 
needs to comply. To help users with verification 
of the timing requirements of the design, QVIP 
allows users to configure each timer as per 
its  requirement. Besides this flexibility, users 
can select non-compliant values to check 
design behavior and even control the QVIP to 
work in some custom mode. E.g., We provide 
configuration DDR5_MEM_CFG_EN_RD_ 
DATA_ON_CLK to drive read data and strobe 
on clock edge itself without introducing delays 
or skew and the API set_ddr5_cmd_delay 
could be used with the DDR5 DIMM QVIP 
to configure the propagation delay of DDR5 
DRAM CS_n/CA wires from RCD QCS_n/
QCA wires. Further, it could be configured 
independently for each channel, rank and 
device to create real world scenarios.

iii. QVIP lets users provide custom values as 
well for the scenario creation as needed. E.g., 
the Configuration DDR5_MEM_CFG_ ALLOW_
USER_MRR_DATA could be used to configure 
custom MRR data.

iv. Finally, once the memory model is 
initialized, trained, and configured, then 
the main intention of using DDR memory is 
to perform read/write operations. Besides 
checking these read/write operations, QVIP 
makes this task easier by providing easy-to-use 
backdoor access APIs. QVIP provides various 
backdoor access APIs to make verification task 
easier, for example:

1. backdoor_wr_addr: Backdoor write the 
data content starting at the memory location 
pointed to by the memory physical address. 
This API is used for sanity checking. For 
example, during initial setup, users can 
perform backdoor write and frontdoor 
read operation to check the read data path. 
Moreover, this API could be used to update 
the memory dynamically according to 
verification needs.

2. mload: Load content to the memory 
from a specified file. Usually, users need 
to preload the memory with some default 
values or specific values from a file. This API 
serves this purpose.

3. mcomp: After running a testcase, it is 
necessary to check the data content of the 
memory. Users can use this API to perform  
this checking by providing a file  
with expected values.

c. Leverage extremely useful debugging 
features such as:

i. Assertions:  
Questa VIP helps in shortening debug time 
by pin-pointing to the source of the problem. 
It offers over 900+ assertions per memory 
protocol. You can control these assertions 
individually or as a group, using APIs. For 
example, you can disable an assertion, or you 
can change its severity from error to warning. 
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Assertion errors are highly descriptive too. They 
help you in pointing out exactly to what part of 
the specification you have to refer. For example:

ERROR:60000 (/top/mem/ddr5_if) @12304001 fs DDR_
TINIT1_CFG_ERR - Minimum value of timer tINIT1 should be 
200000000000 fs. However, timer is observed as 5000000 fs. 
(See DDR5 JESD79-5 Protocol Specification, Section 3.3.1)

The Error states that a tINIT1 timing violation was 
observed on the Memory interface. It also points 
out the section of the specification JESD79-5 
(which is DDR5 by JEDEC) you have to refer to 
debug and fix this timing issue. 

Sometimes our customers like to bypass 
assertion errors due to a design bug or un-
implemented design feature. Under those 
circumstances, you can bypass/suppress 
assertion Errors into Warning and continue 
verifying the sub-system. A simple example to 
change default severity of an assertion into a 
Warning can be seen below: 

bfm.set_interface(QUESTA_MVC_INTERFACE_
CONFIG_ASSERTION_SEVERITY, DDR5_
TINIT1_CFG_ERR, QUESTA_MVC_SEVERITY_
WARNING); 

There are more options to control Questa VIP 
assertions such as to limit the output for an 
assertion, or cause the halt to a simulation 
to halt after an assertions has repeated X 
times.

ii. Transaction logger: Records memory 
transfers, mode registers and assertions

The transaction logger is a one-stop 
solution for analyzing and debugging bus 
activities. You can view memory bus activity 
with relevant information. For example, 
during a reset operation, you can see the 
default mode register values at MR @ RESET 
event. Loggers also record assertions errors 
with time information, error message and a 
reference to the Memory specification with 
section details, which helps in debugging. 

iii. Transaction streams viewer: To view 
transactions in the wave and correlate pin-
level activity with memory transactions 
(Figure 9). 

It could easily become a challenge  
and consume a lot of time when you debug  
an issue on the DDR5 interface. Even DDR 
experts sometimes feel lost in trying to decode 
memory transactions. This may also result in a 
time penalty with every debug. To address this 
issue, QVIP provides high level transactions 
viewing feature that helps in faster debug.

4. Analysis 
It is extremely important to track and analyze 
verification progress. Features such as functional 
coverage, performance statistics, etc., are extremely 
important throughout the memory verification flow. 
You can analyze results by leveraging QVIP features 
such as: 

a. Functional Coverage: you can measure 
verification progress and quickly see what areas 
need further testing. The covergroups are based 
on the JEDEC standard. Functional Coverage 
modules are unencrypted and extendable for 
custom use. QVIP also provides a functional 
verification coverage plan with references to 
specification sections as shown in Figure 10.

Through the Verification Management Tracker  
(see Figure 11 ) you can track coverage reports 
and analyze covergroups/coverpoints that are 
missing.

Figure 8: Transaction Logger
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Figure 9: Transaction Streams Viewer

Figure 10: Verification Plan for DDR5

Figure 11: Coverage Report Can Be Viewed Either in HTML or Text Format.
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b. Performance Statistics: Questa VIP provides 
various performance parameters to analyze 
performance on the Memory interface. Figure 12 
shows some of the options that you can leverage 
during Performance Analysis. 

QVIP supports APIs to print a summary of  
the Performance Statistics during runtime.  
You can also collect performance statistics  
in a separate log file (see Figure 13) as well  
and selectively enable these performance 
parameters as per requirement. 

5. Callbacks 
If you are interested in further analyzing events, QVIP 
offers callbacks at each transaction stage to process 
the interface bus events. For example, to analyze 
mode register read and write operations, you can 
enable a callback which will be called after each 
mode register operation and will provide parameter 
values related to the read or write operation for 
analysis purposes.

ANYTHING STILL MISSING AFTER 
FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION? 
Once the design has been verified functionally 
with 100% coverage and expected performance, 
we may still missing one important puzzle piece in 
the verification flow: Testing the DUT under error 
scenarios. It’s extremely important that the design 
recovers and performs seamlessly after it’s out of the 
erroneous scenario. 

Questa VIP helps you with the generation/insertion of 
error scenarios and you can configure the expected 
outcome so that Questa VIP could verify the design 
behavior. For this purpose, we have provided 
callbacks at each transaction stage, which could be 
enabled to inject errors. For example, to inject an 
error from an RCD component, we provide a callback 
which is called after the controller command is seen 
on the bus but before it is forwarded by the RCD to 
the memory component. In case you want to change 
some attributes of a write operation, you can use a 
callback which is called before writing data in the 
memory so that you could change the attributes  
of the write operation such as address, data,  
CRC, etc. There are callbacks to inject errors  
during other operations.

 
CONCLUSION  
With the increasing complexity of DDR  
memory models and vast set of configurations,  
the verification challenge is imminent. With the 
help of DDR5 Questa VIP and its unique features, 
engineers can maximize their debugging capabilities 
and achieve their verification goals quickly and 
efficiently. As a result, our customers are taping out 
chips after verifying memory  
sub-system with DDR4/5 and DIMM4/5. 

Figure 12: Performance Parameters
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Figure 13: Performance Statistics
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